“A LOOK AT THE LGBT LIBERATION
MOVEMENT SHOWS THAT HUMAN RIGHTS
ARE NOT THE ISSUE”
In an Opinion Editorial letter to the newspaper, Israel Nation
News, blogger Rafael Castro wrote the following astounding
blog, 20th August 2018, which wraps up the case for many
who up till now felt great sympathy for recent LGBT activism.
“As a religious conservative living in a liberal city – Berlin – I
was torn between loyalty to tradition and respect for individual freedoms on the issue of gay marriages. What eventually
swayed me to support gay organizations in this ﬁeld was the
argument that alternative deﬁnitions for marriages are a human right.
I thus sided with the LGBT liberation movement with the hope that once such marriages were
legal, the issue would be behind us and the energies exhausted in this fractious debate would
be channeled to ﬁght far more serious abuses of human rights in Africa, Asia and the Middle
East.
These expectations have been bitterly disappointed. To the best of my knowledge the LGBT
lobby has done next to nothing in order to help gays and lesbians who are whipped and
stoned in nations like Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Instead of championing genuine human rights, it has promoted the issue of transsexuality,
blowing it out of all proportion, and has declared war on our historical and science-based understanding of sex and gender.
In its obsession for blurring all gender diﬀerences it is pressuring the academic and culture
establishments to erase any awareness of gender diﬀerences from the youngest of children
and harassing any person who refuses to endorse this gender ideology. In addition, it has
even encouraged voices demanding that incest, polygamy and pedophilia be normalized in
our societies.
In other words, I supported same-sex marriage rights with the understanding that I was contributing to defend human rights. Instead my support has been exploited by the sexual liberation movement to undermine the values and paradigms that give society its bearings and guidance to minors who are vulnerable in their development.

I feel betrayed and angry. From now on I will ﬁght every progressive social cause, regardless
of the language used to market it.
It is evident that today’s progressives are more interested in dismantling Western society than in repairing its relatively minor ﬂaws.

Looking back, I see that same-sex civil unions gave homosexuals all the legal and ﬁscal rights
they needed . These civil unions respected the rights of all parties, without encouraging extremists to assault heteronormativity and bi-genderism. That’s how things should remain.”
—– —– —–
Note from the editors team:
On Breaking Israel News, we read concerning this ISIS-ﬂag shown above:
“After Walmart refused Chuck Netzhammer’s request for a cake with an image of the Confederate ﬂag printed on it with a banner reading “Heritage, Not Hate”, Netzhammer returned with a
diﬀerent image: the ISIS battle ﬂag. This time,
Walmart made the cake.”

Would you believe it?

